Progressive Steps To Bongo And Conga Drum Technique
Basic rhythms, variations, fill-ins, short solos for the bolero, cha-cha, merengue, mambo, guaracha, rumba, modern jazz and more.
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**Customer Reviews**

Ted Reeds books should be a staple in any drummer/percussionist’s library. His ability to break things down to the very basic element is what makes his books so good. You don’t get a lot of unnecessary stuff, just good solid stuff that you can use and build your tool kit with. Highly recomend this book! Glad its not out of print like I thought.

If you want to study Bongo, this book is for you because it has many transcriptions about patterns (you must know to read music notes). However there are a few patterns for conga. Andrés QuinteroColombia

It has an interesting way to start practicing quietly and better.

maybe useful if you play bongo, very limited conga material.

Good book. I practice this book every day.
Nicely done... as expected.

this book had more about bongo's than conga..it wasn't what i expected to be. a waste of my money and time......
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